The EBL Ramp is available in the following sizes: 900mm, 1200mm, 1350mm, 1650mm, 2000mm, 2500mm and 3000mm.

Aspire Transport Ramp
- Super Lightweight aluminum ramp made with carbon fibre
- Striking orange colour ensures the ramp is always in sight
- Foldable design allows for a quick, portable ramp solution

EBL Ramps
- Ramp has the added security of edge barriers
- The EBL Ramp is available in the following sizes: 900mm, 1200mm, 1350mm, 1650mm, 2000mm, 2500mm and 3000mm

Rubber Threshold Ramp
- Assists mobility equipment users & carers to navigate steps & bumps
- Ideal for doorways
- Lightweight recycled rubber

Aspire Bed Pole with Adjustable Crotch Handle
- Support pole assists the user to balance while getting into and out of bed
- Handle can be moved
- Base positioned under mattress

Vehicle Handy Bar
- Inserts into the U-shaped striker plate on your vehicle door frame to help support user getting in and out of the car

Aspire Bed Rail
- Support and safety rail provides repositioning or transfer support and assists to prevent falls from bed
- Base is positioned under the mattress

Aspire One Way Slide - Non Slip - Foot Operated
- Helps user maintain posture, prevents them slipping forward
- Foot strap threads through striker plate on your vehicle
- Base is positioned under the mattress

SALES • HIRE • SERVICE
1300 133 120
www.aidacare.com.au

Aspire Transport Ramp

Home Modifications
When it comes to modifications to your living environment you can trust our team of expert installers. Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards. Call us for more information.

1300 133 120

Aidacare are a DVA contractor. Ask us about DVA funded products.
falls prevention

Falls are more likely to occur in older people and can result in injuries such as hip and wrist fractures, dislocations, sprains, head injuries, abrasions and bruising.

The cause of falls varies depending on age, medical history, cognitive impairment, weight, gait disorders or environmental hazards to name a few.

It is important to implement preventative measures to decrease the chances of a fall, particularly for those who are identified to be at high risk.

Such measures can include installing grab rails and safety equipment in wet areas, mobility aids and hip protectors, and removing clutter and other hazardous items around clearance spaces within the home.

Do you need help with product selection and sizes? Please contact Aidacare on 1300 133 120. For Therapist Solutions please enquire about how else we can help you.
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Rental
Did you know that Aidacare offers a comprehensive range of equipment for rent? We’ve got you covered should you need any products for home care and recovery! Call our friendly staff for short term & long term rental options!

Home Modifications
Whether you need shower, toilet & bathroom modifications, access ramps or grab rails, we are here to help. All mods comply with the highest industry standards.

View our e-catalogue!
Visit the Aidacare website at www.aidacare.com.au to view our full range.